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Abstract
A set function f : 2S → , is said to be polyhedrally tight (pt) (dually polyhedrally tight
(dpt)) iff in the set polyhedron (dual set polyhedron) denoted by Pf (Pf ) defined by
x(X)  f (X) ∀X ⊆ S
(x(X)  f (X) ∀X ⊆ S),
every inequality can be satisfied as an equality (not necessarily simultaneously). We show that
these are precisely the set functions that can be extended to convex (concave) functionals over
S+. We characterize such functions and show that if they have certain additional desirable
properties, they are forced to become submodular/supermodular. We study pt and dpt functions
using the notion of a legal dual generator (LDG) structure which is a refinement of the sets of
generator vectors of the dual cones associated with the faces of the set polyhedron. We extend
f (g) to convex and concave functionals on S by
fcup(c) ≡ max
x∈Pf
cT x, gcap(c) ≡ min
x∈Pg c
T x.
We then show a refinement (in terms of LDG) of the following discrete separation theorem.
Theorem 0.1. If f is polyhedrally tight, g is dually polyhedrally tight and f  g and Pf and
Pg have the same dual cones associated with their faces, then fcup  gcap and there exists a
modular function h s.t. f  h  g.
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We give sufficient conditions on the dual generator structures of f, g in order that h is
integral when f, g are integral. Using these we derive the (integral) Sandwich Theorem for
submodular/supermodular functions and (working with a (0, 1,−1) coefficient matrix gener-
alization of set polyhedra), the 1/2-integral Sandwich Theorem for pseudomatroids. We also
study the relative positions of Edmonds Intersection Theorem and Frank’s Sandwich Theorem
in this class of set functions. It turns out that the former is difficult to generalize unless we
generalize the definition of convolution while the latter is routinely generalizable to all pt/dpt
functions. Using polyhedral ideas we show that if a set function satisfies the Sandwich Theo-
rem with all supermodular functions it must be submodular.
© 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we explore the properties of set functions which can be extended to
convex functionals. For this class of general functions we show that the extension can
be carried out in a manner similar to the Lovasz extension [5] for submodular func-
tions. These set functions we call polyhedrally tight (pt). Formally, a set function
f : 2S →  is pt (dually pt) iff in the set polyhedron (dual set polyhedron) denoted
by Pf (Pf ) defined by
x(X)  f (X) ∀X ⊆ S
(x(X)  f (X) ∀X ⊆ S),
every inequality can be satisfied as an equality (not necessarily simultaneously). We
characterize such functions and show that if they have certain additional desirable
properties, they are forced to become submodular/supermodular. We study pt and
dpt functions using the notion of a legal dual generator (LDG) structure which is a
refinement of the sets of generator vectors of the dual cones associated with the faces
of the set polyhedron.
Our key result is a discrete separation theorem analogous to the Sandwich Theo-
rem [3] for submodular functions. This result states that if f, g are pt and dpt, have
essentially the same LDG structure and f  g then we can find a modular function h
such that f  h  g. We also prove an ‘integrality’ version of this theorem provided
the associated LDG structure satisfies a much more stringent condition which we call
‘hereditary regularity’. The integral Sandwich Theorem for submodular functions is
a consequence. By working with (0, 1,−1) vectors a 1/2 integral Sandwich Theorem
is derived for pseudo matroids.
Murota and his coworkers have done a careful study of ‘discrete convexity’
through a series of papers comprehensively described in [7]. Our point of view differs
from theirs in that the basic class for us is that of ‘polyhedrally tight set’ functions
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or equivalently, the class of set functions that can be extended to convex functionals.
The classes that are of interest to them (L- and M-convex functions) are always con-
vex extensible. But the extensions are not necessarily homogeneous and therefore are
not necessarily convex functionals. However, when L- and M-convex functions can
be extended to convex functionals, they form a strict subclass of polyhedrally tight
set functions. Our stand is partially justified by the existence of a separation theorem
appropriate for such functions. But it is not clear from our results that the integral
separation theorem is valid for a class larger than that of submodular functions.
The outline of the paper is as follows:
Section 2 is on preliminary definitions.
Section 3 defines legal dual generator structures.
Section 4 equates the class of set functions which can be extended to convex
functionals to that of polyhedrally tight set functions. It also presents characteristic
properties of polyhedrally and dually polyhedrally tight set functions and also some
results on what additional properties force such functions to become submodular,
supermodular respectively.
Section 5 describes the extension of polyhedrally and dually polyhedrally tight
set functions to convex and concave functionals respectively through the use of LDG
structures. This is analogous to the Lovasz extension of submodular/supermodular
functions.
Section 6 gives the discrete separation theorem and its integral version for poly-
hedrally and dually polyhedrally tight set functions using compatible LDG structures
for the two classes of functions. Also presented is a result which states that the sep-
aration theorem fails when such compatibility does not hold. A consequence is that
if a class of polyhedrally tight set functions satisfies the separation theorem with
all supermodular functions (or Edmond’s intersection theorem with all submodu-
lar functions) then the class has to be submodular. We also present a generaliza-
tion of Edmond’s intersection theorem for all polyhedrally tight set functions, by
generalizing the notion of convolution to the one used in convex analysis.
Section 7 is on conclusions.
2. Preliminaries
Let S be a finite set. We denote the collection of all subsets of S by 2S and the
collection of pairs (X, Y ) where X, Y are disjoint subsets of S by 3S . A function
f : 2S →  is called a set function and a function f : 3S →  is called a pseudo set
function.
By a vector on S over  we mean a mapping f of S into . The support of
f is the subset of S over which it takes nonzero values. The sum of two vectors
f, g on S over  is defined by (f + g)(ei) ≡ f(ei)+ g(ei) ∀ei ∈ S. The scalar prod-
uct of f by a ‘scalar’ λ ∈  is a vector λf defined by (λf)(ei) ≡ λ(f(ei)) ∀ei ∈ S.
The dot product of two vectors f, g on S over  denoted by 〈f, g〉 is defined by
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〈f, g〉 ≡∑e∈S f(e) · g(e). In place of 〈f, g〉, we would often write fT g, treating f, g
as ‘column vectors’. A cone is a collection of vectors closed under addition and non-
negative scalar multiplication. It is easily verified that the solution set of Ax  0 is
a cone. Such cones are said to be polyhedral. It is also easily seen that the collection
of all vectors which are nonnegative linear combinations of (equivalently generated
by) a finite set of vectors over  forms a cone. Such cones are said to be finitely
generated. The cone generated by a set of vectors V over  is denoted by C(V ).
We say vectors x, y (on the same set S) are polar iff 〈x, y〉 (i.e., the dot product) is
nonpositive. If K is a collection of vectors the polar of K, denoted by Kp, is the
collection of vectors polar to every vector in K. It is easily verified that the polar of
a cone is also a cone. Farkas Lemma states:
“LetC be the polyhedral cone defined by Ax  0. A vector d belongs toCp iff the
‘row vector’ dT is a nonnegative linear combination of the rows of A.” Equivalently,
‘if C is a finitely generated cone then Cpp = C.’ Whenever Cpp = C, we say that C,
Cp are complementary polar.
Let x be a vector in S (equivalently, on S over ). Then,
x(X) ≡∑e∈X x(e),X ⊆ S. The restriction of x to T ⊆ S is in T , denoted by
x/T and defined by x/T (e) = x(e), e ∈ T . The restriction of a set V of vectors in
S to T ⊆ S is denoted by V/T and is the set of restrictions of vectors in V to T .
For X ⊆ S, χX in S denotes the characteristic vector of X defined by
χX(e) = 1, e ∈ X,
= 0, otherwise
and for X, Y ⊆ S, X ∩ Y = ∅, χX,Y denotes the vector defined by
χX,Y (e) = 1, e ∈ X,
= −1, e ∈ Y,
= 0, otherwise.
The collection of all vectors which are non-negative linear combinations of vec-
tors in V is denoted by C(V ). A function f : S →  is said to be a convex (con-
cave) functional iff
f (λx1 + (1 − λ)x2)  λf (x1)+ (1 − λ)f (x2), 0  λ  1
(f (λx1 + (1 − λ)x2)  λf (x1)+ (1 − λ)f (x2), 0  λ  1)
and further f (λx) = λf (x), λ 0. Thus, a convex (concave) functional satisfies
f (x1 + x2)  f (x1)+ f (x2)
(f (x1 + x2)  f (x1)+ f (x2)).
For a set function f : 2S → , the polyhedron
x(X)  f (X) ∀X ⊆ S
(x(X)  f (X) ∀X ⊆ S)
is called the set polyhedron (dual set polyhedron) associated with f (·). Every line
in such polyhedra is bounded in the positive (negative) direction for each variable.
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It follows that for every non-negative c in S , cT x in Pf (Pf ) is maximized (mini-
mized) at a vertex.
For a pseudo set function f : 3S → , the polyhedron
x(X)− x(Y )  f (X, Y ) ∀X, Y ⊆ S, X ∩ Y = ∅
(x(X)− x(Y )  f (X, Y ) ∀X, Y ⊆ S, X ∩ Y = ∅)
is called the pseudo set polyhedron (dual pseudo set polyhedron) associated with
f (·, ·). Every line in such polyhedra is bounded and therefore the polyhedron is
actually a polytope. Thus for any c inS , cT x in Pf (Pf ) is maximized (minimized)
at a vertex.
For a set function f : 2S → , the restriction f · T : 2T → , T ⊆ S is defined
by
(f · T )(X) = f (X), X ⊆ T ,
the contraction f × T : 2T → , T ⊆ S is defined by
(f × T )(X) = f (X ∪ (S − T ))− f (S − T ), X ⊆ T ,
the dual f ∗ of f is defined by
f ∗(X) = f (S)− f (S −X), X ⊆ S.
Let ≡ S1, S2, . . . , Sk , be a partition of S. The fusion of f relative to, denoted
by ffus(·) is defined on subsets of  by
ffus(Xf ) ≡ f
( ⋃
T ∈Xf
T
)
, Xf ⊆ .
A set function f : 2S →  is said to be submodular (supermodular) iff
f (X)+ f (Y )  f (X ∪ Y )+ f (X ∩ Y ), ∀X, Y ⊆ S
(f (X)+ f (Y )  f (X ∪ Y )+ f (X ∩ Y ) ∀X, Y ⊆ S).
A pseudo set function f : 3S →  is said to be a pseudo matroid (pseudo super-
modular) function iff
f (X1, Y1)+ f (X2, Y2) f (X1 ∪X2 − Y1 ∪ Y2, Y1 ∪ Y2 −X1 ∪X2)
+f (X1 ∩X2, Y1 ∩ Y2) Xi, Yi ⊆ S, Xi ∩ Yi = ∅
(f (X1, Y1)+ f (X2, Y2) f (X1 ∪X2 − Y1 ∪ Y2, Y1 ∪ Y2 −X1 ∪X2)
+f (X1 ∩X2, Y1 ∩ Y2)) Xi, Yi⊆S, Xi ∩ Yi=∅.
A modular function h : 2S →  is both submodular and supermodular. A modu-
lar function h such that h(∅) = 0 may be identified with a vector h on S, h(X) being
the same as
∑
e∈X h(e).
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3. Legal dual generator (LDG) structures
In this section we introduce the notion of a legal dual generator structure. This
is motivated by the structure of the sets of generator vectors of the dual cones at
the faces of a polyhedron. These play a key role in extending polyhedrally tight
functions to convex functionals analogous to the Lovasz extension [5] of submodular
functions. In [8] LDG structures have been called ‘shapes’ and studied extensively.
In the present work, the central idea is a separation theorem. The main overlap of the
present work with [8] is in the definition of LDG structures. The notion of extension
that is used here is essentially present also in [5], and in [8].
A legal (0, 1) dual generator structure (LDG) G on S is a collection of sets V of
(0, 1) vectors on S, such that
1. If c ∈ S and c  0, then ∃V ∈ G and λi  0, such that ∑i λivi = c, vi ∈ V .
2. (Intersection property)—If V 1, V 2 ∈ G, then C(V 1 ∩ V 2) = C(V 1) ∩ C(V 2).
For notational convenience, we would often treat a member V ∈ G as a matrix whose
rows, repetitions not being permitted, are the vectors in V . We define a (0, 1,−1)
LDG structure G on S similar to the above except that the vectors in V are (0, 1,−1)
vectors, and (1) is replaced by (1′).
1′. If c ∈ S , then ∃V ∈ G and λi  0, such that ∑i λivi = c, vi ∈ V .
When members Vi of G are made up of linearly independent vectors, condition
(2) implies that the vectors that generate a given c in different Vi ∈ G have to be the
same.
We say an LDG structure G is hereditary, if the family G/T of sets V/T , V ∈ G
is an LDG structure for every T that is a subset of the underlying set S of G. Given
two LDGs G1, G2, we say G1  G2 iff for every V2 ∈ G2, there exists a V1 ∈ G1 s.t.
C(V2) ⊆ C(V1).
Consider the set polyhedron Pf (Pf ) defined by
(χX)
T x  f (X), X ⊆ S
((χX)
T x  f (X), X ⊆ S).
A face F of this polyhedron is defined by imposing the additional condition that
some of these inequalities be satisfied as equalities. We associate the corresponding
set of row vectors (χXi )T with F and denote it by VF .
The set of all VF , where F is a vertex of Pf (P f ) is seen to be a legal dual
generator structure which will be denoted by Gf . Another such structure is obtained
by taking all faces (instead of only vertices). Similar examples are obtained using the
(0,1,−1) set polyhedron. In this case again, Gf will denote the set of all VF , where
F is a vertex of Pf (P f ).
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We say an LDG structure G is compatible with f , iff G  Gf . We say an LDG
structureG on S is regular iff each V ∈ G consists of |S| linearly independent vectors
(in particular, the cone C(V ) has dimension |S| and therefore nonzero volume in
|S|). We say G is hereditary regular iff it is regular and the family G/T of sets
V/T , V ∈ G is a regular LDG structure for every T that is a subset of the underlying
set S of G.
Remark. It may be noted in the case of hereditary regularity that if V is regarded as
a matrix of row vectors, the submatrix of V with all rows but columns corresponding
to T may contain repeated rows. The set of rows of this submatrix would however be
linearly independent.
4. Polyhedrally tight set functions
In this section we show that polyhedrally tight (dually polyhedrally tight) set func-
tions are identical to the class of set functions which can be extended to convex
(concave) functionals. We show that a natural additional constraint forces such func-
tions to be submodular. We close with a few simple results on pt functions derived
from a given pt function.
Given a set function f : 2S → , we can naturally associate with it the cone Cf
in |S|+1 generated by nonnegative linear combinations of the vectors (χX, f (X)),
X ⊆ S. It is not always possible to recover f from Cf . We show in this section that
for the classes of set functions which are extendable to convex (concave) functionals,
this is indeed possible through the rule
f (X) = min
(χX,z)∈Cf
z
(
f (X) = max
(χX,z)∈Cf
z
)
.
For such set functions the extension to the convex (concave) functional fˆ on S+
(i.e., on the subset of nonnegative vectors in S) would be by the rule
fˆ (x) = min
(x,z)∈Cf
z
(
fˆ (x) = max
(x,z)∈Cf
z
)
.
We characterize these set functions by using Cf and finally through a duality
result prove that they are identical to the class of polyhedrally tight (dually polyhed-
rally tight) set functions.
Theorem 4.1. Let f : 2S →  be a set function. Let fˆ be defined over S+ by
fˆ (x) ≡ min(x,z)∈Cf z (fˆ (x) ≡ max(x,z)∈Cf z). Then
(a) fˆ is a convex (concave) functional.
(b) fˆ (y) = maxx∈Pf 〈y, x〉 (fˆ (x) = minx∈Pf 〈y, x〉).
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Proof. We will consider only the case where fˆ (x) ≡ min(x,z)∈Cf z.
(a) It is clear from the definition of Cf and that of fˆ that fˆ (λx) = λfˆ (x), λ 
0. We therefore need only to show that fˆ (x1 + x2)  fˆ (x1)+ fˆ (x2), x1, x2 ∈ S+.
We have that (x1, fˆ (x1)), (x2, fˆ (x2)) ∈ Cf whenever x1, x2 ∈ S+. But then (x1 +
x2, fˆ (x1)+ fˆ (x2)) ∈ Cf . The desired inequality now follows from the definition
of fˆ .
(b) The cone Cf is generated by the vectors (χX, f (X)),X ⊆ S through non-
negative linear combinations. The cone Cpf is therefore the collection of all (x, α)
s.t. 〈(χX, f (X)), (x, α)〉  0, X ⊆ S. Now if (x, 0) ∈ Cpf , 〈χX, x〉  0, X ⊆ S and
therefore x  0. Cpf is therefore generated by the following: the vectors (x,−1)
which satisfy 〈(χX, f (X)), (x,−1)〉  0, X ⊆ S (i.e., the vectors (x,−1),
x ∈ Pf ), the vectors (x,+1) which satisfy 〈(χX, f (X)), (x,+1)〉  0, X ⊆ S and
finally, nonnegative linear combination of the ‘negative directions’ (−χ{ei }, 0),
ei ∈ S.
Let g : S+ →  be defined by g(y) ≡ maxx∈Pf 〈y, x〉. Now when y  0,
(y, fˆ (y)) ∈ Cf . So 〈(y, fˆ (y)), (x,−1)〉  0, x ∈ Pf , i.e., 〈y, x〉  fˆ (y), x ∈ Pf .
Hence fˆ (y)  maxx∈Pf 〈y, x〉 = g(y).
By the definition of g(y), 〈(y, g(y)), (x,−1)〉  0, whenever x ∈ Pf , i.e.,
whenever (x,−1) ∈ Cpf . Further, since y  0 we have 〈(y, g(y)), (x, 0)〉  0
whenever x  0, i.e., whenever (x, 0) ∈ Cpf . Next we have
g(y)≡ max
x∈Pf
〈y, x〉
= max〈y, x〉, for 〈χX, x〉  f (X), ∀X ⊆ S
= min
∑
λif (Xi), for
∑
λiχXi = y, λi  0
 max
∑
λif (Xi), for
∑
−λiχXi = −y, λi  0
= min〈−y, x˜〉, for 〈−χX, x˜〉  f (X), ∀X ⊆ S
= min〈−y, x˜〉, for 〈(χX, f (X)), (x˜, 1)〉  0, ∀X ⊆ S
= min〈−y, x˜〉, for (x˜, 1) ∈ Cpf
= −max〈y, x˜〉, for (x˜, 1) ∈ Cpf
(where we have used LP duality twice, noting that in each case the dual program has
an optimum). Thus 〈((y, g(y)), (x˜, 1)〉  0, for (x˜, 1) ∈ Cpf . We have thus shown
that 〈((y, g(y)), (x, α)〉  0, whenever (x, α) is in a specified set of generators for
C
p
f . Hence 〈((y, g(y)), (x, α)〉  0, for (x, α) ∈ Cpf , i.e., (y, g(y)) ∈ Cppf . By Far-
kas Lemma, since Cf is finitely generated, Cppf = Cf . So (y, g(y)) ∈ Cf . Hence,
by the definition of fˆ (y), fˆ (y)  g(y). Thus fˆ (y) = g(y) as required. 
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Remark. We have captured Pf in the above proof as the set of all vectors (x,−1)
in Cpf . To handle Pf it is convenient to consider the set of all vectors (x,−1) in
−Cpf .
Theorem 4.2. Let f : 2S →  be a set function. Then (a) f can be extended to a
convex (concave) functional f˜ : S+ →  iff for every X ⊆ S, and any λi  0 s.t.∑
λiχXi = χX, we have,
∑
λif (Xi)  f (X)(
∑
λif (Xi)  f (X)).
(b) If f can be extended to a convex (concave) functional f˜ , then fˆ (x) ≡
min(x,z)∈Cf z (fˆ (x) ≡ max(x,z)∈Cf z), is a convex (concave) functional extension
of f and f˜  fˆ (f˜  fˆ ).
Proof. We will only consider the convex case.
(a) (Only if) We have, f˜ (χX) = f (X),X ⊆ S. Since f˜ is a convex functional,∑
λif (Xi) =∑ λif˜ (χXi )  f˜ (∑ λiχXi ) = f (X), whenever λi  0 and are s.t.∑
λiχXi = χX.
(If) Let, for every X ⊆ S,∑ λif (Xi)  f (X) whenever λi  0 and are s.t.∑
λiχXi = χX. Define fˆ (x) ≡ min(x,z)∈Cf z. We will verify that fˆ is an extension
of f and that it is a convex functional. Clearly (χX, fˆ (χX)) ∈ Cf . Now by the defi-
nition of Cf , there exist χXi , i = 1, . . . , k, λi, i = 1, . . . , k, λi  0,
∑
λiχXi =
χX and
∑
λif (Xi) = fˆ (χX). Therefore fˆ (χX)  f (X). On the other hand by the
definition of fˆ , fˆ (χX)  f (X). Hence fˆ (χX) = f (X). Thus fˆ is an extension
of f .
Next, to prove the convexity of fˆ , let x1, x2 ∈ S+ and let 0  λ  1. We have
(x1, fˆ (X1)), (x2, fˆ (X2)) ∈ Cf . Hence ((λx1 + (1 − λ)x2, λfˆ (x1)+ (1 − λ)
fˆ (x2)) ∈ Cf . Therefore, by the definition of fˆ , we must have λfˆ (x1)+ (1 − λ)
fˆ (x2)  fˆ ((λx1)+ (1 − λ)x2), which proves that fˆ is a convex functional.
(b) That fˆ is a convex functional extension of f follows immediately from the
‘(if)’ part of the proof above. Suppose for some x ∈ S, f˜ (x) > fˆ (x). By the defi-
nition of fˆ , it follows that (x, fˆ (x)) ∈ C(f ). But then it is possible to find χXi , i =
1, . . . , k, λi, i = 1, . . . , k, λi  0, ∑ λiχXi = x and ∑ λif (Xi) =∑ λif˜ (χXi )
= fˆ (x) < f˜ (∑ λi(χXi )) = f˜ (x). This contradicts the fact that f˜ is a convex func-
tional. 
We can now equate the classes of pt functions and of set functions extendable to
convex functionals.
Theorem 4.3. A set function f : 2S →  is pt (dpt)
(a) iff it can be extended to a convex (concave) functional over S+.
(b) iff
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λif (Xi)  f (X) Xi ⊆ X ⊆ S
(
∑
λif (Xi)  f (X) Xi ⊆ X ⊆ S),
whenever λi  0 and are s.t.
∑
λiχXi = χX.
Proof. We will consider only the pt case. By definition,
f is pt iff f (X) = maxx∈Pf 〈χX, x〉, ∀X ⊆ S,
i.e., iff f (X) = fˆ (χX) ≡ min(χX,z)∈Cf z, ∀X ⊆ S (by Theorem 4.1),
i.e., iff f has fˆ as an extension,
i.e., iff f has a convex functional extension (by Theorem 4.2(b)).
(b) follows from (a) above and Theorem 4.2(a). 
The next result describes an operation on a set function that is analogous to the
Dilworth Truncation operation on a submodular function.
Theorem 4.4. Let f : 2S →  be a set function. Let f∗(X) ≡ min∑ λiχXi=χX,λi0∑
λif (Xi). Then (a) Pf = Pf∗ . (b) f∗ is pt. (c) If f  f ′ and f ′ is pt then f∗  f ′.
Proof. (a) It is easily seen that Cf ⊇ Cf∗ , equivalently, Cpf ⊆ Cpf∗ . Hence (since
Pf ≡ {x, (x,−1) ∈ Cpf }), Pf ⊆ Pf∗ . However in the ‘’ inequalities defining Pf ,
Pf∗ the right side for any inequality for Pf is always greater or equal to the right side
of the corresponding inequality for Pf∗ . Hence Pf ⊇ Pf∗ . It follows that Pf = Pf∗ .
(b) fˆ∗(x) ≡ min(x,z)∈Cf∗ z, x ∈ S+ is a convex functional by Theorem 4.1. It is
clear, by the definition of f∗, that it is an extension of f∗. Therefore by Theorem 4.3,
f∗ is pt.
(c) If f ′ is pt, by Theorem 4.3, it can be extended to a convex functional. So by
Theorem 4.2, f ′(X)  min∑ λiχXi=χX,λi0
∑
λif
′(Xi)  min∑ λiχXi=χX,λi0∑
λif (Xi) = f∗(X). 
We next show among other things that polyhedrally tight functions, if they satisfy
certain additional properties, are forced to become submodular functions. We need
the following standard duality result on linear inequalities which can be proved using
Farkas Lemma.
Theorem 4.5. The system of inequalities
A1X  b1,
A2X = b2
has a solution iff, whenever
λT1 A1 + λT2 A2 = 0, λ1  0,
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we also have,
λT1 b1 + λT2 b2  0.
Theorem 4.6. Let f be a set function on subsets of S.
(a) If f is pt, then, every restriction of f is pt and every fusion of f is pt.
(b) f is submodular if the dual of every restriction of f is dpt.
(c) f is submodular if every contraction of f is pt.
Proof. (a) is immediate from the definition of restriction and fusion. (b) Let T ⊆ S.
Then
(f · T )∗(X)= (f · T )(T )− (f · T )(T −X), X ⊆ T
= f (T )− f (T −X), X ⊆ T .
From Theorem 4.3, (f · T )∗ is dpt iff∑
λi(f · T )∗(Xi)  (f · T )∗(X), X ⊆ T , Xi ⊆ X, ∀i,
whenever λi  0 and are s.t.,
∑
λiχXi = χX. In particular, choose X1, X2 s.t.
X1 ∪X2 = X ⊆ T , X1 ∩X2 = ∅.
We then have
(f · T )∗(X1)+ (f · T )∗(X2)  (f · T )∗(X),
i.e.,
f (T )− f (T −X1)+ f (T )− f (T −X2)  f (T )− f (T −X),
i.e.,
f (T −X1)+ f (T −X2)  f (T )+ f (T −X).
Thus, for any A,B ⊆ S if we choose
T = A ∪ B, X = T − (A ∩ B), X1 = T − A, X2 = T − B,
it would follow that X1 ∪X2 = X and X1 ∩X2 = ∅ and
f (A)+ f (B)  f (A ∪ B)+ f (A ∩ B).
The result follows.
(c) We have
(f × T )(X) = −f (S − T )+ f ((S − T ) ∪X), X ⊆ T ⊆ S.
We choose X1, X2 s.t.
X1 ∪X2 = X ⊆ T , X1 ∩X2 = ∅.
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Since f × T is pt, by Theorem 4.3, we have,
(f × T )(X1)+ (f × T )(X2)  (f × T )(X),
i.e.,
−f (S − T )+ f ((S − T ) ∪X1)− f (S − T )+ f ((S − T ) ∪X2)
 −f (S − T )+ f ((S − T ) ∪X),
i.e.,
f ((S − T ) ∪X1)+ f ((S − T ) ∪X2)
 f (S − T )+ f ((S − T ) ∪X) X1, X2 ⊆ X ⊆ T .
Thus for any A,B ⊆ S, if we choose S − T = A ∩ B, (S − T ) ∪X = A ∪ B,X1 =
A ∩ T , X2 = B ∩ T , we have
f (A)+ f (B)  f (A ∩ B)+ f (A ∪ B). 
We remark that a submodular function which takes zero value on the null set is pt.
Also every restriction and contraction of submodular functions which take zero value
on the null set are also submodular and take zero value on the null set. So parts (b)
and (c) of Theorem 4.6 yield characterizations of submodular functions which take
zero value on the null set. The following elementary result is about some situations
where the pt property is inherited by derived functions.
Theorem 4.7. If the set function f is pt on subsets of S. Then,
(a) the set function g, where
g(X) ≡ f (X), X ⊆ S, g(X) ≡ min(k, f (S)), X = S, is pt.
(b) Let, c ∈ S, c > 0. Let
fc(X) ≡ maxx∈Pf cTXx, where, cX(e) = c(e) e ∈ X, ≡ 0 otherwise. Then
fc(·) is pt.
(c) x + f, where x is a vector in S is pt. Also Gf = Gf+x.
(d) The set function f is pt iff −f is dpt. Further, Gf = G−f .
(e) If f1, f2 are pt then f1 + f2 is pt.
Proof. (a) follows immediately from Theorem 4.3.
(b) Consider the polyhedron
x(X)  fc(X), X ⊆ S.
Now fc(X) = maxx∈Pf cTXx. Thus there exists a vector xˆ ∈ Pf s.t. cTXxˆ = fc(X).
Define xc by
xc(e) = c(e) · xˆ(e) e ∈ S.
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Clearly xc(X) = fc(X) and
xc(Y ) =
∑
e∈Y
c(e)xˆ(e)  max
x∈Pf
cTY x = fc(Y ).
Thus fc is pt.
(c) We have maxy∈Pf+x cT y = cT x + maxy∈Pf cT y and cT y maximizes at xˆ in
Pf iff cT (y + x) maximizes at xˆ + x in Pf+x . The additional result follows by the
definition of Gf ,Gf+x .
(d) The result follows from the fact that cT x maximizes at xˆ in Pf iff cT (−x)
minimizes at −xˆ in P−f .
(e) is routine. 
5. Extension of pt and dpt functions
Polyhedrally tight and dually polyhedrally tight set functions that can be extended
to convex and concave functionals can be described either ‘primally’ as in Theo-
rem 4.2 using the cone Cf or ‘dually’ using Cpf or equivalently using Pf , P f as
described below. By Theorem 4.1 the resulting extensions would be the same. We
will henceforth adopt the ‘dual’ approach. Instead of using fˆ to denote the con-
vex/concave extension of f , we will henceforth use fcup for the convex extension of
a pt function and fcap for the concave extension of a dpt function.
Let f : 2S →  be a pt (dpt) function. We extend f to fcup : S →  (fcap :
S → ) by
fcup(c) ≡ maxx∈Pf cT x,
fcap(c) ≡ minx∈Pf cT x.
For vectors c, for which the above maximum (minimum) does not exist, we take
fcup(c) = +∞ (fcap(c) = −∞).
One can similarly define fcup (fcap) in the case where f : 3S →  is ppt (dppt).
When f is pt , since(
max
x∈Pf
(λcT1 + (1 − λ)cT2 )x
)
 max
x∈Pf
λcT1 x + max
x∈Pf
(1 − λ)cT2 x, 0  λ  1,
it is clear that fcup is convex. Since the inequality would be reversed in the case of
Pf for a dpt function f , we would have that fcap is concave.
Let f be pt . Let xˆ be a vertex of Pf at which cT x is maximum. Let the coeffi-
cient vectors of the supporting hyperplanes at xˆ form the rows v′i , i = 1, . . . , n, of
V ′ ∈ Gf and let v′i ≡ χXi . we then have
V ′xˆ =


f (X1)
...
f (Xn)

 , c = λT V ′, λ  0.
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Hence,
fcup(c)= cT xˆ = (λT V ′)xˆ
= λT


f (X1)
...
f (Xn)

 .
The above procedure for computing fcup(c) will yield a unique output for c  0,
even if c maximizes at more than one vertex of Pf , since Gf satisfies conditions (1)
and (2) of LDG structures. Further, since f is pt, by the definition of fcup(c) it is
clear that
fcup(χX) = f (X), X ⊆ S.
Now let G  Gf and let c ∈ C(V ) ∈ G. There exists V ′ ∈ Gf s.t. C(V ) ⊆ C(V ′).
Let V =


v1
...
vk

. We then have, by condition (1) of LDG structures
vj = σTj


v′1
...
v′n

 , σj  0, j = 1, . . . , k.
Therefore, as seen earlier,
fcup(vj ) = σTj


fcup(v
′
1)
...
fcup(v′n)

 .
Now since c ∈ C(V ) ∈ G, ∃µ  0 s.t.
cT = µT


v1
...
vk

 = µT


σT1
...
σ Tk




v′1
...
v′n

 .
Thus
fcup(c) = µT


σT1
...
σ Tk




fcup(v
′
1)
...
fcup(v′n)

 = µT


fcup(v1)
...
fcup(vk)

 .
Now, if vectors in all the members of G are (0, 1) vectors, then each vi is χYi for
some Yi ∈ S. As noted above,
fcup(vi) = f (Yi).
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Thus,
fcup(c) = µT


f (Y1)
...
f (Yk)

 ,
where χYi = vi . It follows that the procedure for computing fcup(c) would yield the
same value whether we use G or Gf as long as G  Gf .
A similar discussion can be carried out for the case of ppt and dppt functions.
We summarize the above discussion in the form of a theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Let G be an LDG structure and let c = λT


v1
...
vn

 , λ  0 for some
{v1, . . . , vn} ∈ G.
(a) Let f be a pt (dpt) function such that G is compatible with it. Then,
fcup(c) = λT


f (X1)
...
f (Xn)



fcap(c) = λT


f (X1)
...
f (Xn)



 ,
where, χXi = vi, i = 1, . . . , n.
(b) Let f be a ppt (dppt) function such that G is compatible with it. Then,
fcup(c) = λT


f (X1, Y1)
...
f (Xn, Yn)



fcap(c) = λT


f (X1, Y1)
...
f (Xn, Yn)



 ,
Xi ∩ Yi = ∅, i = 1, . . . , n,
where, χXi − χYi = vi, i = 1, . . . , n.
Remark. We thus see that the idea of the Lovasz extension defined for submodular
functions [4,5] carries over to pt , ppt functions using compatible LDG structures.
An immediate corollary to the above theorem is the following.
Corollary 5.1. Let f be a pt (ppt) and g, a dpt (dppt) function on subsets of S.
Let there exist an LDG structure G compatible with both f and g. If f  g, then
fcup  gcap.
Proof. We consider only the pt , dpt case.
For any c = λT


v1
...
vn

, {v1, . . . , vn} ∈ G, λ  0, we have
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fcup(c) = λT


f (X1)
...
f (Xn)

 ,
gcap(c) = λT


g(X1)
...
g(Xn)

 ,
since vi = χXi , i = 1, . . . , n. Since f (X)  g(X) ∀X ⊆ S, and λ  0, it follows
that fcup(c)  gcap(c). 
Example S. If f is a submodular function on subsets of S, the LDG structure Gs
naturally compatible with it is obtained as follows:
Let Vσ , σ a permutation of {1, 2, . . . , S}, be composed of the row vectors
vj (σ (i)) = 1, i  j,
= 0, otherwise.
Then, Gs ≡ {Vσ , σ a permutation of {1, 2, . . . , S}}. It is well known that Gs  Gf ,
and also that if Gf  Gs , and f is pt then f is submodular.
Example P [6]. If f is a pseudomatroid function on subsets of S,
f (X1, Y1)+ f (X2, Y2)
 f (X1 ∪X2 − Y1 ∪ Y2, Y1 ∪ Y2 −X1 ∪X2)+ f (X1 ∩X2, Y1 ∩ Y2)
∀Xi, Yi ⊆ S,Xi ∩ Yi = ∅.
We enlarge the above LDG structure Gs as follows to obtain the LDG Gp, naturally
compatible with f . Let α : {1, 2, . . . , S} → {1,−1}. Let Vσα be composed of the
row vectors
Vj (σ (i)) = α(i) i  j,
= 0 otherwise.
Then, Gp ≡{Vσα , σ a permutation of {1, 2, . . . , S}, α : {1, 2, . . . , S} → {1,−1}.
6. The discrete separation Theorem for pt functions
In this section we prove a discrete separation theorem, which says that a modular
function lies between a pt and a suitably related dpt function. For submodular func-
tions one can show that this result is equivalent to Edmonds’ intersection theorem
[2] which, in our language, says that the convolution of two pt submodular func-
tions is pt . But the latter result is probably characteristic of submodular functions
while the discrete separation theorem is fundamental for all pt functions. We also
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give sufficient conditions for the existence of an integral modular function between
integral pt and dpt functions. Using these, we prove the integral sandwich theorem
for submodular functions and the 1/2-integral sandwich theorem for pseudo matroid
functions.
The key idea in our proof of the discrete separation theorem is to extend the
pt , dpt functions to convex and concave functions and to use the Hahn–Banach
Separation Theorem. This extension can be carried out provided we have a common
compatible LDG structure for both functions. To round out the discussion, we prove
that the discrete separation theorem does indeed fail when there is no such LDG
structure.
For convenience of proof, we combine both the general discrete separation theo-
rem and the integral version in the same theorem. We need the following lemma in
the proof of the integral version.
Lemma 6.1. Let C1, C2 be cones inS with generator sets R1, R2 respectively with
the vectors in R1, R2 having entries in {0, 1,−1}. Further let
C(R1/T ∩ R2/T ) = C(R1/T ) ∩ C(R2/T ), ∀T ⊆ S.
Let d(·, ·) : C1 × C2 →  be a linear functional. Let S = Y unionmulti Z unionmultiW where Z is
a singleton and W is not void. Further, let every vector in C(R1/W ∩ R2/W) be
expressible uniquely as a nonnegative linear combination of vectors in (R1/W ∩
R2/W). Then, if the extreme (maximum or minimum) value of d(·, ·) among all pairs
of vectors (x1, x2) s.t.
x1/W = x2/W
(x1 − x2)/Z = 1
exists then it also occurs on pairs (r1, r2) where
(a) if R1, R2 are composed of (0, 1) vectors, then r1 ∈ R1, r2 ∈ R2.
(b) if R1, R2 are composed of (0, 1,−1) vectors, then
r1 or 2r1 ∈ R1,
r2 or 2r2 ∈ R2.
Proof. We will consider the case where d(·, ·) is to be minimized. Maximization
case can be handled similarly.
Let d(·, ·) reach a minimum at (r1, r2) under the conditions r1 ∈ C1, r2 ∈ C2
r1/W = r2/W , (r1 − r2)/Z = 1. Since C(R1/W ∩ R2/W) = C(R1/W) ∩
C(R2/W), and every vector in C(R1/W ∩ R2/W) is expressible uniquely as a non-
negative linear combination of vectors in (R1/W ∩ R2/W), it is possible to build
two matrices A, B on column set S, rows members of R1, R2 respectively or zero s.t.
the sub matrices AW,BW of A, B, on column sets W and on all rows, are identical,
and further
(r1|r2) = λT [A |B],
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where λ has all positive entries. We will show that a pair (r1, r2) that minimizes
d(·, ·) can be chosen so that the matrix (A |B) has only one row.
Claim 1. There need be no row (Ai |Bi) with Ai/Z = Bi/Z = 0.
Observe that d(·, ·) cannot take negative value on such a row as otherwise it can
be arbitrarily decreased. Hence, setting λi to zero cannot increase d(·, ·) while still
satisfying (r1 − r2)/Z = 1, r1/W = r2/W . This proves the claim.
We will henceforth assume (A,B) does not have such rows.
Claim 2. There need be no row (Ai, Bi) with Ai/Z − Bi/Z < 0.
Let µj ≡ (Aj − Bj )/Z ∀j . Further, let µj > 0, j  k and µj < 0, j > k. Since
(r1 − r2)/Z = 1, we must have∑j µjλj = 1. We need to minimize∑j djλj , λj 
0, where dj ≡ d(Aj , Bj ) under the condition ∑j µjλj = 1. Alternatively, we need
to minimize
∑
j d
′
j λ
′
j , where d
′
j ≡ dj /µj , λ′j ≡ µjλj , λj  0 under the condition∑
j λ
′
j = 1. We note that λ′j  0, j  k and λ′j  0, j > k. Clearly, in order to min-
imize
∑
j d
′
j λ
′
j , we cannot do better than by taking atmost two of the λ
′
j s to be non-
zero, corresponding to the least value of d ′j , j  k and the greatest value of d ′j , j >
k. We may suppose only λ′t > 0, t  k and λ′r < 0, r > k. We thus need to minimize
d ′t λ′t + d ′rλ′r given that λ′t + λ′r = 1, λ′t  0, λ′r  0. This expression has a minimum
provided d ′t λ′t + d ′rλ′r  0 for λ′t + λ′r = 0, λ′t  0, λ′r  0. But then the minimum
occurs at λ′t = 1, λ′r = 0. This proves that a pair (r1, r2) exists that minimizes d(·, ·)
which, when expressed as a linear combination of rows of A,B does not use any row
(Ai, Bi) with Ai/Z − Bi/Z < 0. This proves the claim.
Claim 3. There need be only one row in (A|B).
When (A|B)is a 0, 1 matrix (r1|r2) can be taken to be this row. When (A|B) is a
0, 1,−1 matrix (r1|r2) or 2(r1|r2) can be taken to be this row.
By the foregoing, We may take all rows to have (Ai − Bi)/Z > 0.
Case 1: Let (A|B) be a 0,1 matrix. In this case Ai/Z = 1, Bi/Z = 0.
Since (r1 − r2)/Z = 1, (r1, r2) is therefore a convex combination of rows of (A|B).
Therefore d(·, ·) reaches its minimum at one of the rows of (A|B). This proves the
claim for this case.
Case 2: Let (A|B) be a 0, 1,−1 matrix. We would have
Ai/Z = 1, Bi/Z = 0
Ai/Z = 0, Bi/Z = −1 type1
or
Aj/Z = 1, Bj /Z = −1 type2
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(r1|r2) =
∑
type1
λiAi +
∑
type2
λj (Aj/2) λi,λj > 0
clearly (r1|r2) is a convex combination of the (Ai |Bi) and the (Aj/2, Bj/2). Once
again, the minimum will occur at one of these rows. This proves the claim for this
case.
The lemma is thus proved. 
We now prove the discrete separation theorem. We follow a standard proof of the
Hahn–Banach Separation Theorem (see for instance [1]).
Theorem 6.1. Let f : 2S → , g : 2S →  (f : 3S → , g : 3S → ) be set
(pseudoset), pt and dpt (pseudo pt and pseudo dpt) functions respectively. Let
f  g and let there be a regular LDG structure G compatible with f, g.
(a) Then, there exists a modular function h s.t. f  h  g.
(b) If, further, f, g are integral, every vertex of Pf , P g is integral and G is a
heriditary LDG structure, then h can be chosen to be integral when f, g are
set functions and can be chosen to be 1/2-integral when f, g are pseudo set
functions.
Proof. Let p, q : S →  denote fcup, gcap respectively. By Corollary 5.1 p  q.
Now, let Y ⊂ S and let Z be a singleton set contained in S − Y . We will denote by
y, y′ vectors on S whose support is contained in Y and by z the vector defined by
z(e) = 1, e ∈ Z,
= 0, otherwise
Let m be a linear functional on the subspace of vectors y on S whose support
supp(y) is contained in Y . Let m be s.t.
m(y)  p(x + y)− q(x), ∀x ∈ S, ∀y ∈ S, s.t. supp(y) ⊆ Y. (∗)
By induction on the size of Y we will show that there exists a linear functional m on
S s.t.
m(y)  p(x + y)− q(x), ∀x ∈ S, ∀y ∈ S.
Clearly when the size of Y is zero, i.e., when Y = ∅, any linear functional m satisfies
the above condition. We will show that m can be extended to a linear functional (also
denoted m) on the subspace of vectors y on S whose support supp(y) is contained
in Y
⊎
Z. This we do by first showing that the value m(z) of the extended functional
at the vector z, defined as above, can be chosen in such a way that
m(y + z)  p(x + y + z)− q(x), ∀x ∈ S, ∀y ∈ S, s.t. supp(y) ⊆ Y.
(∗∗)
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m(y′ − z)  p(x′ + y′ − z)− q(x′),
∀x′ ∈ S, ∀y′ ∈ S, s.t. supp(y′) ⊆ Y. (∗ ∗ ∗)
Now, by our assumption
p(x + x′ + y + y′)− q(x + x′)  m(y + y′),
∀(x + x′) ∈ S, ∀(y + y′) ∈ S, s.t. supp(y + y′) ⊆ Y.
Since p, q are convex and concave functionals
LHS  p(x + y + z)− q(x)+ p(x′ + y′ − z)− q(x′) and
RHS = m(y)+m(y′).
Hence,
p(x + y + z)− q(x)−m(y)  −p(x′ + y′ − z)+ q(x′)+m(y′)
∀y, y′ ∈ S,
with supp(y, y′) ⊆ Y, ∀x, x′ ∈ S . Hence, m(z) can be chosen so that
p(x + y + z)− q(x)−m(y)  m(z)  −p(x′ + y′ − z)+ q(x′)+m(y′),
(
√
)
i.e.
p(x + y + z)− q(x)−m(y + z)  0  q(x′)− p(x′ + y′ − z)+m(y′ − z)
(since the extended m is a linear functional), i.e.,
p(x + y + z)− q(x)−m(y + z)  0,
p(x′ + y′ − z)− q(x′)−m(y′ − z)  0, (√√)
∀x, x′ ∈ S, y, y′ ∈ S, supp(y, y′) ⊆ Y.
For any vector yˆ with support in Y unionmulti Z, we have yˆ = y ± tz with t  0. Since
p(λx) = λp(x) λ  0,
q(λx) = λq(x) λ  0,
p(x + y ± tz) = tp(x/t + y/t ± z), t > 0,
q(x) = tq(x/t), t > 0.
Hence, (√√) implies that
p(x + yˆ)− q(x)−m(yˆ)  0, ∀x ∈ S, yˆ ∈ S, supp(yˆ) ⊆ Y unionmulti Z.
Repeating this process a finite number of times we get,
p(x + y)− q(x)−m(y)  0, ∀x, y ∈ S.
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Setting x = 0, we get p(y)  m(y), ∀y ∈ S and setting y = −x, we get q(x) 
m(x), ∀x ∈ S . Set h(X) ≡ m(χX), if f, g are set functions and h(X, Y ) ≡ m(χX −
χY ), if f, g are pseudo set functions. We then have f (X) = p(χX)  m(χX) =
h(X)  q(χX) = g(X), when f, g are set functions and f (X, Y ) = p(χX − χY ) 
m(χX − χY ) = h(X, Y )  q(χX − χY ) = g(X, Y ) when f, g are pseudo set func-
tions. This proves (a).
(b) Here, we need to start with an integral (or 1/2-integral in the case of pseudo
pt function) linear functional and keep enlarging its domain satisfying (√) so that it
remains integral or 1/2-integral as the case might be. When Y = ∅, since m(0) = 0,
we start with an integral functional. To enlarge its domain appropriately, essentially
as in (
√
), if we show that minimum value of LHS and the maximum value of the
RHS are integers (or 1/2-integers in the case of pseudo pt function), our task is done.
We will do this for the minimum value of LHS, the other can be proved similarly.
Let x2 denote x, x1 denote x + y + z. By definition
p(x1) = max
α∈Pf
xT1 α,
q(x2) = min
α∈Pg x
T
2 α.
Let p(x1)− q(x2)−m(y) reach a minimum at xˆ1, xˆ2, yˆ under the condition that
(x1 − x2)/W = 0, (x1 − x2)/Z = 1. Therefore, p(xˆ1), q(xˆ2) are finite. By the
hypothesis of part(b) of the theorem, there exist integer vertices say vf , vg of Pf , Pg
s.t. p(xˆ1) = vf T xˆ1 and q(xˆ2) = vgT xˆ2. Let the dual cones corresponding to vf , vg
be Cf , Cg with xˆ1 ∈ Cf and xˆ2 ∈ Cg . Since G is compatible with f, g respectively
there exist V1, V2 ∈ G s.t.
xˆ1 ∈ C(V1) ⊆ Cf and xˆ2 ∈ C(V2) ⊆ Cg.
Then the expression
(vf
T )x1 − (vgT )x2 −m(y)
reaches a minimum at xˆ1, xˆ2, yˆ under the condition that
x1 ∈ C(V1), x2 ∈ C(V2), (x1 − x2)/W = 0 (x1 − x2)/Z = 1.
Define mˆ(x1, x2) ≡ m(y), where supp(y) ⊆ Y, y/Y = (x1 − x2)/Y . Clearly mˆ is
a linear functional on x1, x2 since m is a linear functional. It follows that (vf T )x1 −
(vg
T )x2 −m(y) = (vf T )x1 − (vgT )x2 − mˆ(x1, x2) is a linear functional, say d(·, ·),
on (x1,x2). The linear functional d(x1, x2) reaches a minimum at (xˆ1, xˆ2) under the
condition that x1 ∈ C(V1), x2 ∈ C(V2), (x1 − x2)/W = 0 (x1 − x2)/Z = 1.
Further, under this condition, if it reaches a minimum at any (x′1, x′2), since
d(x′1, x′2)= d(xˆ1, xˆ2), therefore p(x1)−q(x2)−m(y) reaches a minimum at (x′1, x′2)
under the (less restrictive) condition (x1 − x2)/W = 0, (x1 − x2)/Z = 1.
Now G is hereditary regular. Hence V1, V2 satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 6.1.
Hence by Lemma 6.1, when G is (0, 1) LDG, d(x1, x2) reaches its minimum at
some (x′1, x′2), where x′1, x′2 are vectors in V1, V2 and when G is a (0, 1,−1) LDG,
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reaches its minimum at some (x′1, x′2) where either x′1, x′2 or 2x′1, 2x′2 are vectors in
V1, V2.
Since vf , vg are integers, it follows that the minimum value of p(x1)− q(x2)−
m(y) = (vf )T x1 − (vg)T x2 −m(y), where (x1 − x2)/W = 0, (x1 − x2)/Z = 1,
supp(y) ⊆ Y, y/Y = (x1 − x2)/Y , is integer in the case where f, g are set functions
and 1/2- integer, in the case where f, g are pseudo set functions.
By a similar proof the same statement can be made about the RHS of (
√
). It
follows that m(z) can be chosen to be an integer in the case of set functions and 1/2
integer in the case of pseudo set functions. Thus the set Y can be enlarged to Y unionmulti Z
with the property that
m(y)  p(x + y)− q(x), ∀x, y ∈ S, supp(y) ⊆ Y unionmulti Z
m integral in the case of set functions and 1/2 integral in the case of pseudo set func-
tions. Repeating this process a finite number of times yields the required result. 
We observe that the (0, 1) LDG structure Gs (Example S) compatible with sub-
modular and supermodular functions f, g :2S→ is hereditary regular. So if f  g
and f, g are integral, there is an integral modular function h s.t.
f  h  g.
We also note that the (0, 1,−1) LDG structure (Example P) compatible with pseudo
matroid and pseudo supermodular function f, g :3S→ is also hereditary regular.
So if f  g and f, g are integral, there is a 1/2 integral modular function h s.t.
f  h  g.
The next result says that the Discrete Separation Theorem can be stated in an
equivalent but different form. These equivalent forms would therefore hold whenever
the Discrete Separation Theorem holds, i.e., whenever there exists an LDG compati-
ble with those associated with the relevant pt/dpt functions. Here, the first part of the
result is concerned with equivalence of the conditions in (a), (b). By Theorem 6.1
we know that (b) is true when there exists a G such that G  Gi , i = 1, 2. It follows
from the result that (a) is also true when there exists a G such that G  Gi , i = 1, 2.
This latter result is due to Sohoni [8]. However, neither separation nor integrality
results are considered by that author.
Theorem 6.2. Let f1, f2 be pt (ppt) on subsets of S. Then the following are equiv-
alent:
(a) Pf1+f2 = Pf1 + Pf2
(b) There exists a modular function h s.t. f1  h  x − f2, whenever f1  x −
f2 for some modular function x.
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Further, if (a), (b) hold the following are equivalent:
(a′) f1, f2 are integral and every integral vector in Pf1+f2 is the sum of an integral
vector in Pf1 and an integral vector in Pf2 .
(b′) If f1, f2, x are integral and f1  x − f2, then there exists an integral h s.t.
f1  h  x − f2.
Proof. We consider only the pt case, the ppt case being similar. Let (a) hold. Sup-
pose f1  x − f2. Then 0 ∈ Pf1+f2−x . So there exists an x′ s.t x′ ∈ Pf1 and −x′ ∈
Pf2−x . Clearly we have f1  x′  x − f2. If, further, (a′) holds, since 0 is integral
x′ can be chosen to be integral so that (b′) holds.
Next, it is clear that Pf1+f2 ⊇ Pf1 + Pf2 whether or not (b) holds. Let (b) hold.
Let x ∈ Pf1+f2 . We have x(X)  (f1 + f2)(X), ∀X ⊆ S. Consider the dpt
function g = x − f1. Now f2  x − f1 = g. Hence, there exists a vector h s.t.
f2(X)  h(X)  g(X), ∀X ⊆S.
Hence,
x − h  x − g = f1
and h  f2.
It follows that x ∈ Pf1 + Pf2 . Thus (a) holds.
Further, let (b′) hold. If f1, f2, x are integral, f2, x − f1 are integral, so h can be
taken to be integral. Thus x = (x − h)+ h, the RHS vectors being integral vectors
in Pf1 , Pf2 respectively. Thus (a′) holds. 
The next theorem appears to indicate that common compatible LDG has to exist
for pt , dpt functions in order that the Discrete Separation Theorem holds.
Theorem 6.3. Let f, g be pt, dpt (ppt, dppt) functions respectively on subsets of
S. Let Gf , Gg be LDGs but let Gf  Gg and let Gg be regular. Then there exists
a modular function α s.t. f  g + α, but such that there is no modular function
between f and g + α.
Proof. We will only consider the pt, dpt case. We first observe that f ′  h 
g′ where f ′ is pt and g′ is dpt, iff the vector h on S, where
∑
e∈X h(e) = h(X),
is in Pf ′ ∩ Pg′ . We will build the required modular function α s.t. f  g + α but
Pf ∩ Pg+α = ∅. Since GfGg there exists V ′ ∈ Gg not contained in any V ∈ Gf .
Since Gg is regular (i.e. every member made up of |S| independent vectors) and
since an LDG has the property that every nonnegative vector is in some cone C(V ),
where V belongs to the LDG, and there are only a finite number of such cones, there
exists V ∈ Gf s.t. C(V ) ∩ C(V ′) has nonzero volume. Now, V /= V ′ and V ′ has |S|
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vectors. Hence, |V ∩ V ′| < |S|. So C(V ∩ V ′) has zero volume and is not equal to
C(V ) ∩ C(V ′).
By the definition of Gf , Gg , there exist vertices vf , vg whose supporting hyper-
planes χTXix = f (Xi), χTXjx = g(Xj ) are s.t. the χXi make up the vectors in V and
the χXj make up the vectors in V ′.
Add a modular function β, which takes zero value on the null set, to g s.t. vf =
vg + β (β denoting the vector corresponding to the modular function β). Let us
denote g + β by g′.
Now, by Theorem 4.7(c) Gg = Gg′ . So V ′ ∈ Gg′ . Next, since C(V ) ∩ C(V ′) has
nonzero volume, there exists a vector b in the interior of C(V ) ∩ C(V ′). Such a
vector is in the interior of the cones C(V ),C(V ′). Clearly, bT x, x ∈ Pf maximizes
only at vf and bT x, x ∈ Pg′ minimizes only at vg + β = vf . Thus, the hyperplane
bT x = bT vf touches Pf , Pg′ only at vf and separates Pf and (P g′ − vf ).
Now since vf ∈ Pf ∩ Pg′
g′(X)  χTXvf  f (X) ∀X ⊆ S.
Further, f (X) = g′(X) iff g′(X) = χTXvf = f (X), i.e. iff χX ∈ V ∩ V ′. Let f (X)−
g′(X) > 3 > 0 when χX /∈ V ∩ V ′. Let λ be a nonzero vector orthogonal to all the
vectors in V ∩ V ′. Such a vector exists since |V ∩ V ′| /= |S|. Choose the direction
of λ s.t. λT b > 0 and its magnitude s.t. |λT χX| < 3 ∀X ⊆ S. Clearly, f (X)− (g′ +
λ)(X) > 0 whenever χX /∈ V ∩ V ′ and since λT χX = 0, χX ∈ V ∩ V ′,
f (X) = (g′ + λ)(X), χX ∈ V ∩ V ′.
Thus, f  g′ + λ. Consider Pg′+λ. This no longer intersects Pf since vf which was
the only common vertex at which Pf and Pg
′ intersected has split into vertices vf
and vf + λ in Pf , Pg′+λ respectively. The hyperplane bT x = bT vf now separates
Pf and Pg
′+λ with bT vf < bT (vf + λ). Let α = β + λ. We thus have f  g + α
but Pf ∩ Pg+α = ∅. Hence, there is no modular function h s.t. f  h  g + α. 
We now consider some consequences of Theorem 6.3. Suppose f is pt and sat-
isfies the Discrete Separation Theorem 6.1 for every g that is dpt, supermodular
and satisfies g  f . It is easy to build a supermodular function for which g  f
and Gg = Gs (Gs as described in Example S). Theorem 6.3 would then imply that
Gf  Gs . But this implies that f is submodular.
Next let f be pt and satisfy Edmonds’ intersection theorem [2] with every sub-
modular function f2 that is pt. i.e.[
max
x∈Pf∩Pf2
x(S) = min
X⊆S (f (X)+ f2(S −X))
]
.
From this we can infer that f must be submodular as follows.
Suppose g is dpt and supermodular and f  g. It is easy to show that g∗(X)[= g(S)− g(S −X)] is submodular and further g∗(∅) = 0. Hence g∗ is pt and sub-
modular.
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By Edmonds intersection theorem
max
{
x(S)|x ∈ Pf ∩ Pg∗
}= min
X⊆S
{
f (X)+ g∗(S −X)}
= min
X⊆S {f (X)+ g(S)− g(X)}
= g(S).
Consider the vector x ∈ Pf ∩ Pg∗ s.t. x(S) = g(S). We have
x(X)  f (X) ∀X ⊆ S.
Further,
x(S −X) g∗(S −X) ∀X ⊆ S
 g(S)− g(X) ∀X ⊆ S
 x(S)− g(X) ∀X ⊆ S,
i.e.,
x(X)  g(X) ∀X ⊆ S.
Thus, f  x  g. This means that f satisfies the discrete separation theorem with
every supermodular pt function g and is therefore submodular.
Next we consider whether Edmonds’ Intersection Theorem can be generalized
to pt functions. If one relaxes the definition of convolution we have the following
result which does not even need the two pt functions to be compatible in terms of
the associated LDG structures. But with the standard definition of convolution (f1 ∗
f2(X) ≡ minY⊆X(f1(Y )+ f2(X − Y ))) the generalization even without integrality
conditions appears difficult for any class other than submodular functions.
Theorem 6.4. Let f1, f2 be pt. Then f1 ∗ f2 is pt, where
f1 ∗ f2(X) ≡ min
c1+c2=χX
((f1)cup(c1)+ (f2)cup(c2)).
Proof. Pf1∗f2 ⊆ Pf1 ∩ Pf2
Clearly, Pf1 ∩ Pf2 is defined by the inequalities χTXx  min(f1(X), f2(X)) 
minc1+c2=χX(f1 cup(c1)+ f2 cup(c2)). It is thus clear that for each inequality of
Pf1 ∩ Pf2 , there is a stronger inequality of Pf1∗f2 . Hence, Pf1∗f2 ⊆ Pf1 ∩ Pf2 .
Pf1∗f2 ⊇ Pf1 ∩ Pf2
For any xˆ ∈ Pf1 ∩ Pf2 and any c1, c2 s.t. c1 + c2 = χX, we must have cT1 xˆ 
maxx∈Pf1 c
T
1 x and c
T
2 xˆ maxx∈Pf2 c
T
2 x. Hence, χ
T
X xˆ = cT1 xˆ+ cT2 xˆ  (f1)cup(c1)+
(f2)cup(c2). Thus every vector in Pf1 ∩ Pf2 belongs to Pf1∗f2 .
Next, for a given X ⊆ S, we will exhibit a vector v ∈ Pf1 ∩ Pf2 for which χTXv =
(f1)cup(c1)+ (f2)cup(c2), for some c1, c2 s.t. c1 + c2 = χX. This will prove that
f1 ∗ f2 is pt.
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Let χTXx reach its maximum among vectors of Pf1 ∩ Pf2 at some vertex v of
Pf1 ∩ Pf2 . The defining inequalities of Pf1 ∩ Pf2 are of those of Pf1 and Pf2 put
together. So χX must be a nonnegative linear combination of the coefficient vectors
of the supporting hyperplanes of v. Hence, χX =∑ λiχXi +∑µjχYj , λi, µj 
0, where the first sum corresponds to supporting hyperplanes from Pf1 and the
second from Pf2 . Let c1 ≡
∑
λiχXi , c2 ≡
∑
µjχYj . Clearly cT1 v =
∑
λiχ
T
Xi
v =∑
λif1(Xi) and cT2 v =
∑
µjχ
T
Yj
v =∑µjf2(Xi) and further these are the maxi-
mum values of cT1 x in Pf1 and of c
T
2 x in Pf2 . Thus (f1)cup(c1)+ (f2)cup(c2) = χTXv
as required. 
Remark. The above result can be more naturally seen using polarity ideas for
polyhedral cones. We sketch the proof. It can be seen that Cf1∗f2 = Cf1 + Cf2 .
So Cpf1∗f2 = C
p
f1
∩ Cpf2 . So Pf1∗f2 = Pf1 ∩ Pf2 . Use of Theorem 4.2 shows f1 ∗ f2
is pt.
7. Conclusion
We have attempted to study a general class of discrete convex functions, namely
the ones that can be extended to convex functionals, which we have called poly-
hedrally tight functions. Our basic approach is polyhedral. We use the generators
of the associated dual cones of the concerned polyhedra through LDG structures.
Some offshoots of this study are the recognition of the relative position of equivalent
results such as Edmonds intersection theorem and Frank’s Sandwich Theorem in
this generalization. It turns out that the former is difficult to generalize unless we
generalize the definition of convolution while the latter is routinely generalizable
to all pt/dpt functions. We also show a function satisfies these theorems with all
submodular pt/supermodular dpt functions respectively only if it is itself submodular.
Using a strong ‘hereditary regularity’ property for LDG structures we are able to
derive the integral version of Sandwich Theorem for submodular functions and the
1/2-integral version of the theorem for pseudomatroids.
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